


Dear UN PRME team,

Almaty Management University (AlmaU) presents its commitment

to the UN Principles for Responsible Management Education.

We are proud to be a PRME signatory and hereby express our

continued commitment by submitting the SIP report.

Yours faithfully,

Dr. A. Kozhakhmetov,

AlmaU President
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This year we faced the unpredictable

situation that affected everything all

around. The threats connected to

coronavirus demonstrated us the

importance of social responsibility and the

need of critical reforms in different

aspects of our life: starting from how we

live and interact between each other, the

way we work or study to how we manage

and run our businesses.

A system of higher education is not an

exception. On one hand, HEIs and state

educational systems have been tested for

strength and efficiency by the new

challenges. On the other hand, a renewed

look of business education arises. Current

conditions demonstrate the increasing

importance of crisis management skills

and critical thinking as necessities for any

leader of the future being the answer to

emerged circumstances in the

atmosphere of uncertainty.

A modern manager of today is someone

who not only thinks how to lead for the

benefit of his business or institution: he is

the one who becomes also the crisis

manager of the force majeure, who knows

how to support and protect his team,

including health, work conditions and

social adaptation.

The interaction between university,

industry, government (Triple helix) and the

society is the key to knowledge-based

economic growth and social development.

What we observe today is a new mission

for HEIs – impact on economy and

society. Development of civil society

becomes the key role for the modern

universities as a part of their third mission

and matches the principles of the UN

Global Compact as well as the SDGs. At

AlmaU we are committed to bring the

value to our students and stakeholders. I

see a truly worthy mission of the

university – to be an impactful university

in forming socially responsible style of

management for the benefit of the civic

society.

ALMAU PRESIDENT’S WELCOME NOTE

Dear friends!

DR. A. KOZHAKHMETOV 
AlmaU President

CEEMAN Vice President

UN PRME Board member



AlmaU has celebrated its 32 years on the

educational market, being a pioneer of

business education in the CIS region and

an early adept of entrepreneurial

education in Kazakhstan. AlmaU became

recognized by national and international

accreditation agencies and rankings, as

well as partnered with foreign

associations and universities around the

world.

Since then AlmaU took the path of

becoming an entrepreneurial socially

responsible University not just by its

innovative programs, but also by

developing an entrepreneurial spirit and a

sense of social responsibility among

students, faculty and impacted

communities.

As an entrepreneurial university, AlmaU

solves social issues through expanding

the significance of innovations and

implementing socially responsible

projects; in cooperation with

entrepreneurs, emphasizing management

and business education as well as by

increasing the role of corporate culture.

The University team sets a clear goal of

making a meaningful contribution to the

development of Kazakhstan. Mission of

AlmaU: "We shape a new generation of

leaders with entrepreneurial mindset and

make an impact for development of

knowledge economy in dynamic

societies".

With the purpose of building a community

of societal change agents and sustainable

value makers, AlmaU has been offering

an innovative educational product to the

students, which is divided into 7 “apples”:

1)Fundamentals: Trilingual skills (all

students learn 3 languages Kazakh,

Russian and English), Mathematics and

Digital Literacy (ICT competencies).

2)Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurial

thinking is the main aspect that AlmaU

teaches its students and faculty so that

they think in a unique way, are prepared

for risks, generate ideas and are of value

to the society.

3)Management: Human resources and

organizational management

(understanding how business operate and

how to manage employees and

processes).

4)Professional basic knowledge and

skills: certifications, ability to work with

and use IT tools.

5)Personal development: “raising a

human”, preparing to be a leader,

innovator, self-starter, apply design and

strategic thinking, service learning

(preparing to serve the society, work for

the benefit of the nation and whole world).

PRINCIPLE 1 | Purpose:

We will develop the capabilities of students to be future generators of 
sustainable value for business and society at large and to work for inclusive 
and sustainable global economy

AlmaU SIP Report 2020 



6)Project management: Business case

implementations, design and research

works.

7)Practical skills: internships, job

experience and start-ups.

Personal development and

entrepreneurial thinking are the “apples”

that grow the sense of responsibility

within the students, to be the future

generators of sustainable value for

business and society.

AlmaU continues to run the mandatory

course “Service Learning” for the

Bachelor degree students of all majors.

The course allows students to raise a

sense of social responsibility towards the

world around. During the course,

students learn to volunteer, help the

society and apply their theoretical

knowledge on practice.

The outcome of the course results in

nurtured compassion, empathy and

responsibility. Students attend theoretical

classes and go through practice in local

NGO companies, make friends with

people from different backgrounds and

disabilities, learn how to serve the

community in need and work towards a

sustainable business. AlmaU has a

longstanding partnership with the

Lingnan University in Hong Kong in

Service Learning, as well as 9 NGO

partners including orphanages, nursing

homes, schools for students with

disabilities.

In the past 3 years, service learning gave

roots to many projects among students:

The Unified Sports: opening the world of

sports for children with disabilities.

Unified is one of the programs that gives

opportunities for Special Olympics

athletes, children and adults with

intellectual disabilities, and their

teammates - sports athletes to train and

participate in competitions together. The

Unified Sports tournaments are held with

the aim of attracting people with various

intellectual disabilities in order to inspire

them to achieve social integration.

Let's change our lives for the better

TOGETHER – “SENI CUP 2019”, which

is an unusual mini-football sport

tournament designed for students of

neuropsychiatric boarding schools with

limited mental capabilities. This social

project has been implemented in Almaty

since 2017.

Zeren Republican Youth Camp is a

project by AlmaU in partnership with the

Ministry of Information and Social

Development of the Republic of

Kazakhstan and the Civic Alliance of

Kazakhstan. Over the course of three

seasons, from July 03 to July 31, 2019

six hundred talented children from

Kazakhstan, Iran, Mongolia, China,
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Russia, Turkey, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan

and Kyrgyzstan visited “Zeren-2019”

camp to attend numerous trainings and

seminars. The participants were divided

into teams to develop social business

projects and were supported by the team

of experienced mentors. Participants

worked on projects in four areas:

development of civil society,

entrepreneurial skills, green economy,

creative economy and new media. A total

of 108 teams submitted unique projects

for solving urgent environmental, civil and

other issues of society.

The total prize fund of “Zeren-2019” was

15,000,000 KZT (about 40 000 USD),

and additional funds were allocated by

the invited “business angels”.

It is gratifying that in addition to financial

support, the “business angels” took

teams into incubation. That is, business

incubators will continue to provide

feasible support to novice start-upers.

Implementation of this project during the

Year of Youth (which was named by the

President of the Republic of Kazakhstan

in 2019) is another significant support

from the state to develop youth policy

and create effective support tools to

address the needs of the young

generation of the country.

Joint Humanitarian Entrepreneurship

Summer Academy is the international

summer school in the field of social

entrepreneurship held in mid-Summer

2019.

The Summer Academy was organized by

Lingnan University (Hong Kong) together

with Almaty Management University and

Al-Farabi Kazakh National University. It

consisted of an intensive educational

course with researches, an overview of

sustainable development goals and how to

achieve them at the local and regional

level. Students also conducted field

studies in Almaty city and Almaty Region,

in the villages of Kaiyndy, Yntymak and

Uzynagash, over two weeks under the

guidance of mentors.

In addition, AlmaU values cultural heritage

of the country and educates students the

importance of their cultural background,

traditions and language.

Kazakh is the state language of

Kazakhstan which is obligatory for all full-

time students and is offered as a choice

course for international students.

Previously AlmaU has annually organized

an “Ulytau” linguistic camp where staff,

faculty and students of the University got

a chance to live in the traditional nomad

homes, dive into the Kazakh culture and

learn the language.

Series of events on the State Program

“Rukhany Zhangyru” (from Kazakh:

Spiritual rethinking) aimed to renew

traditional and spiritual values in modern

society including literature, language,

traditions and other directions. Now

AlmaU professors work on translating top

internationally recognized books and

learning materials into the Kazakh

language and increasing the amount of

text material in the University library.

Summarizing, AlmaU initiatives are

focused on nurturing young generation to

become successful generators of the

social value, to keep the open mind about

the world around them and to make sure

they make an impact on their

communities.



PRINCIPLE 2 | Values:

We will incorporate into our academic activities, curricula, and 
organizational practices the values of global social responsibility as 
portrayed in international initiatives such as the United Nations Global 
Compact
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AlmaU key values guide the team and

the stakeholders in day-to-day operations

and activities:

1 Partnership for the benefit of society

2 Leadership

3 Freedom

4 Responsibility

5 Team spirit and Synergy.

We strive to stay as a Meaningful &

Impactful University in academic

activities, content and organizational

practices via strategic directions, such as

generation of knowledge and knowledge

management, building and developing

the entrepreneurship ecosystem;

contribution to the development of

business, government, society and

education as well as focusing on the well-

being and development of our people and

culture.

Volunteering is the activity that is strongly

supported by AlmaU, especially on the

student level. It is not only incorporated

into the academic content, but also

conducted through the Student Relations

Center and Students Volunteers club. The

last one acts as student charity

organization “DOS” for last 10 years.

Club “DOS” encourages students to help

vulnerable communities – they visit people

with disabilities and specialized

organizations, meet with special children

and communicate with them. Last year

students conducted large city charity

projects like Liter Flow and Never Give Up

in order to raise funds for children with

serious illnesses. Students annually

collect clothing and food for the children

from orphanages. This 2020 New Year’s

film screening brought 300 items of

clothing and 80 kg of food for more than

1000 children.

Currently volunteering work at AlmaU is

designed in following main directions:

project “ Sabaqtastıq” (in Kazakh:

Continuity; social help to orphanages);

environmental project “Clean world”;

nursing projects “Health” (nursing at

hospitals and for in-home patients) and

“Help” (nursing for old people);

“Knowledge” (assistance to rural pupils

and youth); project “Gold Heritage”

(spiritual and cultural project); project

“Hope” (the legacy of the World War II

participants).
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The Briefing “Volunteering in Kazakhstan.

2020 - Time for Partnership” took place at

the end of 2019. Participants discussed

the most exciting volunteer projects of

2019, statistics and results, plans for the

future development of volunteering in

Kazakhstan.

Charity Wish Tree project is located at

AlmaU and is run following Republican

Charity Project from mid 2010-s. Charity

Wish Tree is a wish tree for children from

orphanages, low-income families, foster

families, and children with disabilities.

Throughout the four years of the project,

AlmaU students made more than 6000

children's wishes come true, with the

support from more than 4,000 volunteers

who participated in the project.

The university takes seriously health

issues and diseases. On an ongoing basis,

a game library with children with autism

syndrome is held at the University, where

students play, communicate with children

so that they feel needed in the society.

Environmental projects are presented in

the activity as well. Following the idea of

an Impactful University, AlmaU focuses

on enriching its third mission to contribute

not only to the development of society, but

also the creation of environmental value.

“Uly Balqash Shaqyrady” (In Kazakh:

Great Balqash Lake is calling) project is

aimed to preserve the nature and fauna of

Lake Balqash. The icy trips “Uly Balqash

Shagyrady” headed by Dr. Kozhakhmetov

took place in winter of 2019 (50

participants) and 2020 (100 participants).

The idea is based on a 24 km long walk

across the lake by the businessmen,

journalists, athletes, public leaders and

students who have a chance to network

and share their insights on various societal

topics. The goal of this environmental

campaign is to attract public attention to

the problems of pollution and ecological

damage of the Lake and to boost domestic

tourism. The project is implemented with

the support from the domestic companies

and the Kazakhstan Geographic Society

Since November 2019, AlmaU has been a

grant holder of the Erasmus+ project

«Accelerating ICT students’ startup

development competence via

interdisciplinary modular courses in the

HEI curricula (UXiship)» together with 9

partners - domestic and foreign

universities. For AlmaU, this is the first

institutional project within the framework

of Erasmus + of the European Union.

Preliminary project results as of today are

the following: co-working space for startup

projects; educational programs with an

entrepreneurial component; raising the

qualifications of faculty and researchers;

experience exchange with foreign

partners; trainings and courses for

students and faculty members;

development of students’ startup projects.
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In 2018 AlmaU became one of the grant

holders of the Creative Spark Project

funded by British Council, Kazakhstan.

The main purpose of the program is to

develop entrepreneurial skills and a

creative economy in seven countries,

including Central Asia (Kazakhstan,

Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan), the South

Caucasus (Azerbaijan, Armenia,

Georgia) and Ukraine with the support of

the United Kingdom. The main

beneficiaries of the project are university

students, graduates and young

entrepreneurs.

The five-year project includes series of

events fashion industry for Kazakshtani

designers and fashion entrepreneurs. In

February 2019 first Fashion Business

Convention were held at AlmaU.

The Project attracted following partners:

University of Northampton, Kazakhstan

Fashion Week, Almaty Technological

University, T.K. Zhurgenov Kazakh

National Academy of Arts and Narxoz

University. The program focuses on three

main areas offering young people access

to international communities, markets and

resources by:

1. Building partnerships between

universities and creative institutions in the

United Kingdom and participating

countries.

2. Development of entrepreneurial skills

among students and creative

entrepreneurs.

3. English language training programs.



PRINCIPLE 3 | Method:

We will create educational frameworks, materials, processes and 
environments that enable effective learning experiences for responsible 
leadership
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AlmaU takes a big responsibility in

making the learning environment

comfortable, safe, sustainable and

accessible. Each classroom is equipped

with modern technology, smart boards

and computers for presentation. Campus

is accessible for people with disabilities,

has pathways for disability chairs and

new hearing aids all over the building.

Campus and the Knowledge Building

The new AlmaU building called the

Knowledge Building has been built in

2017 using the latest technologies:

modern infrastructure, including co-

working centers, food courts, places for

relaxation, conference rooms, study and

research laboratories, classrooms; up-to-

date design, versatility, innovation and

convenience.

On the ground floor there is an Atrium

Grand Hall with 600 seats with a huge

LED display and professional acoustic and

lighting equipment, as well as a reading

room with a bookcrossing sector and a

cafe with aromatic coffee right outside.

Petroleum transport laboratory of the

School of Engineering Management

(General sponsor - Petroleum LLP)

creation is one of the key steps towards

implementing a number of projects:

creating a transport hub, logistics

outsourcing, developing transport

services, operating and forwarding

businesses.

AlmaU BILIM Lab is a modern computer

lab with online resources. The main goal

of the laboratory is to develop the use of

digital learning resources among teachers.

Laboratory resources are regularly

reviewed by the Ministry of Education and

Science of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

The Neuromarketing laboratory of the

School of Management (the equipment for

this laboratory was sponsored by

Magnum Cash and Carry) is equipped

with a video camera, microphone and

mobile tracking system Tobii Glasses 2,

which provide objective data on the

perception of consumers of various

brands and brands and allows you to

identify hidden factors that affect the

decision-making process. Based on that

Laboratory, there has been a research

carried out in 2020 by the team of faculty

members and students, which resulted in

an interesting outcome. Research showed

that neuromarketing technology allows to

increase sales because it tells the seller

how the customers’ brain work: we get the

physiological reaction and the answer to

the question “why” customer chooses

certain product.
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AlmaU Infrastructure
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Simulation room is equipped with four

video cameras, microphones and voice

recorders. It is used to resolve disputes

and conflicts that may arise in the

educational process, for example, between

a student and a teacher (student and

management, employee and manager,

etc.). Situations are played in the

simulation room, audio and video

recordings are made, which makes it

possible to analyze the process. The room

is also used for conducting research focus

groups, in-depth interviews with the

possibility of observing the process from a

related sector: whether the methodology is

violated, whether there is no pressure on

respondents.

Oratory Lab focuses on the oratory skills

of students and faculty and is regularly

used to learn and analyze the techniques

of successful public speaking. The smart

video recording system allows evaluation

and self-study.

The Design Lab laboratory of the School

of Entrepreneurship and Innovation is

equipped with a sound system and a

projector, glass boards for design

processes, as well as tools and

accessories for creating and modeling

prototypes. In the process of working in the

laboratory students perform dozens of

practical exercises, simulating

prototypesof the business processes that

forms fast thinking and various handy

skills, creativity and decision making. The

value of design thinking for business is

that this technique allows you to work with

the "implicit knowledge" of the consumer,

which he himself cannot realize and tell,

which, in the end, allows him to get

products and services that are focused on

him specifically.

The Cyber Range Polygon laboratory of

the School of Engineering Management

(General sponsor - JSC" Kazakhstan GIS

Center", Ministry of Defense of the

Republic of Kazakhstan) involves two

opposing forces: the attacking side

occupying the red corner, trying to break a

hole in the system; defenders sitting

opposite behind a screen in the green

zone use preventive methods to isolate

the attack. Each of the parties has 3

computers. The blue zone is the area of

observers, where the display shows the

General picture of the unfolding battle

between "hackers" and " Information

security ". the Purpose of the cyber

polygon is to teach students to counteract

cyberterrorism, preventing database

hacking and data leakage.

Robotics laboratory is another lab of the

School of Engineering Management

where students can master their practical

hard skills and learn about the latest robot

technology from the industry experts.

On the 6th floor, there is a Chinese Tea

Room which has been opened in 2019

together with the Chinese partners of

AlmaU. It is expected to be the cultural

exchange center, a comfortable meeting

place and serve as the practice room for

the students of the School of Hospitality

and Tourism which provide a Chinese

Tea ceremony and calligraphy lessons for

guests of the University.

This is the example of combining two

cultures (Kazakh and Chinese) together in

their fondness for tea traditions.

Chinese Tea Room
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School of Public Policy and Law also runs

the simulation Court room for Law

students to practice their skills and publicly

organize the simulation of court sessions.

Experts from the industry and

representative of the judiciary system

regularly attend these sessions and share

their expertise.

The multimedia journalism center

MediaLab of the School of Public Policy

and Law is an open working media space

that operates on the principle of dual

education. A special feature of the project

is that students under the supervision of

mentors independently and in project

groups initiate their own topics and

experiment with the production of various

content, as well as learn how to work in

social networks and the rules of creating

and maintaining their own brand. The

MediaLab helps not only students-

journalists and PR specialists, but also

works "at the interface", teaching

economists, financiers, and logisticians

how to create media content.

On the 5th floor there are administration

offices, student auditoriums equipped with

smart systems, and the meeting Room of

the AlmaU Board of Trustees.

All laboratories are equipped with

innovative technologies and work together

with partners of the University –

government agencies, business

structures, media companies. This format

allows the University to implement the

Win-Win-Win principle, according to

which any mutually beneficial cooperation

between the two parties (Win-Win) should

also benefit a third party – the society

(Win). It is also an excellent example of

the successful implementation of the Triple

Helix theory, which is based on the

dynamic development of relations between

the state, universities and business to

effectively develop new industries and

solve problems in existing ones. Every

School having its research and study lab

makes sure that the students have a full

access to the modern knowledge,

technology and to the industry experts and

partners.

Laboratory of Happiness has recently

been presented to the staff and employees

plan to develop activities in 3 directions.

The research function, which underlies the

scientific direction of the Laboratory,

includes surveys of Kazakhstani

respondents on issues of well-being and

happiness in the workplace. These studies

are designed to help Kazakhstan improve

the index of happiness in the republic

and rise from the currently occupied 60th

position in the ranking of countries of the

world in terms of happiness to a higher

line. In addition, the applied direction of

the laboratory is already in the full swing.

It includes: an art therapy studio “We draw

happiness!”, FOTO from NURIA where

teachers and university staff have already

tried themselves in modeling from red

clay and are happy to paint on canvas; a

healthy lifestyle studio “Happiness to be

healthy!”, where the basics of healthy

lifestyle begin with introducing colleagues

to healthy eating and launching the 3-

week Health Marathon: the most daring

have already firmly entered the healthy

lifestyle pathway and are confidently

looking to the future, where they will come

as well-built and refreshed.

Art classes at Laboratory of Happiness
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Next in line are fitness workouts that help

you feel your body, as well as goal-setting

and strengthening your will. For that they

will be using AlmaU Sport and Art zone,

a space on campus aimed at motivating all

stakeholders and the local communities to

healthy and happy lifestyle. The third

direction of the Laboratory will be holding

Happiness Tours. The first project, the

Week of Happiness in Georgia, was

planned for the end of June 2020 and

planned to include an intellectual vacation

on the coast of Batumi, where participants

will become “hunters for joy” and learn how

to generate it from the inside. In July-

August, tours of Happiness in the Republic

of Kazakhstan were planned to discover

not only the incredible little-known places

of authentic Kazakhstan, but also to

discover oneself for happiness, joy and

prosperity.

COVID-19 has affected the AlmaU

campus, yet University came prepared for

emergency situations such as the

pandemic. In order to strengthen the

measures aimed at preventing the spread

of coronavirus, starting from March 16,

2020 Almaty Management University

switched to online education using remote

technologies.

The systems of the University made it

possible to conduct education using

remote technologies without compromising

the quality of education and efficiency of

the educational process. Meanwhile

campus got disinfected daily, in case staff

had to enter the building, they were

checked for the symptoms, ensured to

wear masks and keep social distance.

Administrative operations are also running

online with minimized offline work in

extremely important situations. Current

situation with coronavirus launches

universities, authorized bodies and expert

society unite to issue effective measures

and practical recommendations for

improving the quality of online studies, life

in quarantine and economic support.

Despite all exchanges

(students/faculty/staff) to and from

countries have temporarily stopped

according to the official announcements,

the partner-universities, professional

associations, public authorities and

diplomatic missions support each other

sharing their help and experience.

AlmaU staff members also engage in

volunteering by supporting each other and

student charity initiatives. During the

lockdown in Almaty AlmaU team

members headed by the Rector got

together to support the local initiatives of

packing grocery for vulnerable groups of

society.

It is utterly important to convey the

message that universities should serve

the society, link together the government,

business, academia and civic society for

the positive synergistic effect.



PRINCIPLE 4 | Research:

We will engage in conceptual and empirical research that advances our 
understanding about the role, dynamics, and impact of corporations in the 
creation of sustainable social, environmental and economic value
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Development of the research and science

is one of the top priorities for the

University. Historically AlmaU has mostly

been a teaching institution, nevertheless

all faculty members, students and staff

students have an opportunity to

participate in different activities to

conduct research in collaboration with

local and foreign partners as well as to

join to dialogue and discussions on

achievements, innovations, projects

development, intellectual work and

interdisciplinary studies. Topics

completely match the AlmaU strategic

objectives and look at sustainable social,

environmental and economic problems.

Among main research activities are joint

projects, consulting services, publicity,

organization of forums, workshops, round

tables, winter and summer schools.

Faculty and staff are grouped into

research teams according to the spheres

of interests. AlmaU attracts prominent

researchers and practitioners to arrange

R&D works. The University focuses on

following spheres: entrepreneurship,

management, business, education,

knowledge management, social

responsibility and regional development.

AlmaU contributes to a synergy of

research in cooperation with business,

government and society aiming to provide

1) integration of research results into the

educational process; 2) conduct of best

practice into curriculums and studies; 3)

commercialization of projects and

research results. AlmaU attracts state

grant and external financing from

international organizations, NGOs and

companies to increase the outcomes and

scale of science and research.

Development of a culture of research

activity implements through infrastructure,

motivation system, databases, operation

of labs and scientific and research centers

at AlmaU. AlmaU operates the following

facilities: Center for Social

Entrepreneurship, Center of Political

Research, Media Lab, Neuromarketing

Laboratory, Kaizen Center, BilimLab

(KnowledgeLab), “1C” Laboratory, Cyber

polygon, «IT Start-up» Lab, Robotics Lab,

Center of Mediation and Excellence and

etc.). In 2018 Astana International

Financial Center established Laboratory

for Fintech start-ups. This project

successfully runs providing design and

development of innovation technologies in

financial sphere and preparing specialists

in fintech. AlmaU jointly with AIFC and

Hong Kong University is implementing an

international project on finance aiming to
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introduce open online courses in Fintech

from prominent internationally recognized

economists and scientists to wide Russian

speaking audience.

Faculty and staff members are involved

into research groups and provide

consulting services for stakeholders:

government, local authorities, companies,

research centers, NGOs, partner

universities and others. Activities are

coordinated by the AlmaU Research and

Development Department:

Creative Spark Project: Higher education

enterprise programme” funded by British

Council. The project is implemented in

partnership with Northampton University,

Kazakhstan Fashion Week, prominent

Kazakhstani designers, business society

and other participants, by AlmaU School of

Entrepreneurship and Innovation.

Project “Social entrepreneurship in

Kazakhstan” as a new model of

sustainable social change: trends,

problems and development prospects in

modern Kazakhstan” funded by Ministry of

Education and Science of the Republic of

Kazakhstan. This project has regional

impact and involves people with disabilities

including entrepreneurs, specific

associations and organizations, local

authorities, by AlmaU Centre of Social

Entrepreneurship.

Project “Strategic directions for the

development of the agglomerations of

Astana, Almaty, Shymkent and Aktobe,

taking into account territorial planning,

economic potential, infrastructure

development, demographic forecast,

environmental status, development of

human capital and other factors” run in

partnership with Rakurs Consulting Group

(Kazakhstan), by AlmaU Strategic Office

and School of Management.

Project “Providing technical help in the

development and implementation of

Quality Management System in Tajik

State University of Commerce” funded

by World Bank, by AlmaU International

Office and Academic Innovation

Department.

Project “Strategy of attracting foreign

investment for Almaty till 2022”, at the

request of the Almaty City Council,

designed by AlmaU Strategic Office and

School of Management.

Project “Accelerating ICT students’

startup development competence via

interdisciplinary modular courses in

the HEI curricula” funded by Erasmus+

and in cooperation with partner

universities from Germany, Estonia,

Russia and Kazakhstan, by AlmaU School

of Engineering Management and School of

Entrepreneurship and Innovation

Project “University Partnerships for

Global Social Impact Projects” run in

collaboration with Lehigh University,

UNICEN, American Councils, by AlmaU

R&D Department, School of Management

and School of Engineering Management.

Project “Competitiveness and stress

resistance of the civil aviation of the

Republic of Kazakhstan” funded by

Ministry of Education and Science of the

Republic of Kazakhstan, by AlmaU

School of Management.

Project “Supporting the Economic

Empowerment of Afghan Women

through Education and Training in

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan” funded by

the European Union and implemented by

the UNDP Kazakhstan, by AlmaU

Language Centre.

Project “Ecosystem of Students’

Entrepreneurship” regionally developed

in collaboration with Eurasian Resources

Group, Tel-Aviv University and 8

universities and 1 college of Kazakhstan,

by AlmaU School of Entrepreneurship and

Innovation.
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Project “University Management 2020” is

a unique intensive program designed as

per the special order of the Ministry of

Education and Science of the Republic of

Kazakhstan. The project is incorporated

with the State development program of

education and science for 2020-2025. It

has been designed and run by AlmaU

Institute of Education Development. The

most prominent experts from around the

world are invited to contribute to the project

on the topics of: HRM, research,

digitalization and internationalization of

education, and impact of education on

society. It points out the importance of

being responsible educators and explains

the benefits of the third mission of the

universities. One of the modules is run in

cooperation with Russian top universities,

such as SKOLKOVO, SkolTech, MISIS

and Higher School of Economics.

The purpose of the training is to increase

the efficiency of higher education

institutions via building the capacity of the

rector and vice-rector cohorts of the

Republic of Kazakhstan: the 25 CEOs of

national, state and private universities of

Kazakhstan eager to increase their

personal competitiveness and achieve

success in management activities.

In June 2019 AlmaU held “Green

Economy in City Environment: from

theory to execution” Forum. The forum

brought together founders of eco-startups,

business incubators and indifferent

citizens deciding problems of ecology.

The urgent topics were following: using

eco-initiatives for internal and external

communications, introduction of eco-

standards in business and education,

amendments to the current environmental

laws and regulations, urban improvement

and development of urban ecosystem.

AlmaU openly supports ongoing initiatives

such as eco-university, green building,

smart city, environmentally friendly

transport and waste management.

Every semester R&D jointly with the

schools runs the Master and Doctoral

level colloquium to update on the ongoing

postgraduate research. Graduate

students participate in the AlmaU

Graduate Colloquium submitting

extended abstracts of their thesis or result

of their research works.

Three editions were published within last

two years. Every Colloquium resulted with

discussions between young scientists and

researchers who presented their works in

different spheres of interests.
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Project on measuring the level of

society trust and readiness for change,

the social and sociological research in

collaboration with the Center for Social

Cooperation and Communications. As a

result, there was survey feedback collected

and analyzed based on 35 thousand

respondents from 274 companies.

Yearly, AlmaU holds scientific-practical

conferences where students and faculty

present their research and scientific

results. As a socially responsible

university, AlmaU also pays a lot of

attention to the development of the social

awareness among students. AlmaU

encourages students to take part in social

research projects.

The University publishes The EurAsian

Journal of Leadership. The e-journal is

double-blind peer reviewed. The Journal is

an open access journal (no reader fee - no

author fee). The publication languages are

English and Russian. In the realm of

leadership and management, the core

academic areas of the Journal are:

strategic management, finance,

economics, engineering management,

human resources, entrepreneurship and

leadership, political science, law,

international relations, sociology,

education and others.

In 2019-2020 academic year AlmaU is

running the three-month-long courses

"Publishing a research article in

Scopus journals" at AlmaU. During the

course, participants developed a research

article according to the format of Scopus

journals: from the idea generation to the

article ready for publication. For faculty,

doctoral students and university staff

participation was free. For their

convenience, the course organizers are

working on creation of a workbook on the

topic of every meeting. The mentors of the

course are researchers and university staff

who have research and practical

experience in foreign universities and

large international organizations and

invited speakers (local and foreign

researchers, representatives of Elsevier

(Scopus), Web of Science). More than 70

AlmaU teachers, staff and doctoral

students registered for the course, having

at least 15 articles in co-authorship to be

published. The course is also attended by

young students, future researchers who

are already in their 1-2-3 years of studies

and interested in how to conduct scientific

research and write articles. Over 15

working papers have been designing, five

of them are under reviewing at impact

scientific journals.

The first Scopus awards ceremony for the

best scientists of the country took place in

November, 2018. AlmaU associate prof.

PhD D. Sapargalyev became the nominee

of the award «Contribution to Science».

In December 2019 on the ceremony of

«Scopus Award 2019» AlmaU received

the award «Growth of the year» for

presenting the growing number of

publications of the Scopus database in

2019 compared to the previous year

among organizations in the Republic of

Kazakhstan.

https://www.almau.edu.kz/en/almau_press-6522


PRINCIPLE 5 | Partnership:

We will interact with managers of business corporations to extend our 
knowledge of their challenges in meeting social and environmental 
responsibilities and to explore jointly effective approaches to meeting these 
challenges
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Partnership building is one of the

strategic directions of the University.

University holds strong connections with

more than 40 countries’ representatives,

including 150 partner institutions and

more than 20 associations. AlmaU

attracts Kazakhstani and foreign

representatives from academic, expert,

state and business societies to form an

open dialogue on different societal

issues.

AlmaU develops international relations

via faculty and students exchange,

double degree programs, joint

international projects, experience

exchange, research and PR. The

University participates in projects and

events that have social impact

exchanging and sharing experience in

this field with experts, practitioners and

researches. The University runs following

core mainstreams related to global social

responsibility and sustainability in

education:

1.Development of social values

incorporated with academic component,

educational programs, internship and

practical programs

2.Integration of social responsibility into

leadership skills and knowledge studied

for students. The ethical behavior is

promoted in all levels of educational and

social life encouraged among young

people

3.Involvement of young people into

projects designed for society and

community groups’ needs

4.Development of corporate social

responsibility in modern HEIs

5.Promotion of ethical norms and

behavior in education and business

environment

6.Implementation of UN PRME for

entrepreneurship and sustainable

business development in Kazakhstan and

Central Asia

7.Promotion of UN SDGs in university,

higher education and civil society

8.Following UN Academic Impact

principles and promotion of UNAI on

campus.

AlmaU strives to impact Society,

Government, Education and Business.

Below is the compilation of some

achievements over the past 3 years.
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Society

Social programs and projects are

integrated into education and project

development. The University has the

program "Support of rural schools by

Kazakhstani Universities", the social

project "Limitlessly Capable", the project

“Ulytau” (cultural and linguistic camp), the

project "ZachOt" (contest for media and

authors writing on the themes of

education), the social project “Charity Wish

Tree”, the unique study course “Service

Learning” (training through service to

society) run for students and faculty since

2015. AlmaU granting program

“Megachance” yearly introduces financial

support for outstanding youth from

Kazakhstan and abroad. All projects and

programs are financed mutually by the

University and interested parties.

Under the auspice of educating educators,

the Project “Support to rural teachers” is

a long-term initiative by the AlmaU

President with the aim of enhancing

school education in Kazakhstan. The

focus is on the teachers from rural areas of

the country who have the opportunity for a

fully funded intensive training. Since 2008

there have been 362 rural teachers who

have successfully completed the training

on leadership, managerial and teaching

competences and interactive and

innovative teaching methods. As part of

the training they visit local sights, schools

and companies to widen their perspective

on education sector and societal trends in

the large city.

This project is the example of sustainable

social value creation that can be replicated

by any other institution in the world. It has

been recognized locally by local and

international organizations: in 2012

European Business Association

EUROBAK has awarded the project for the

social commitment; and in 2018 “Altyn

Zhurek” (in Kazakh: Golden Heart)

National Public Award by the Public

Charity fund “Baurzhan” has recognized

the continuous support of education.

AlmaU Graduate School of Business has

declared social responsibility as one of its

main values.

Programs include social responsibility

business courses and the team personally

demonstrates these values. The Project

Limitlessly Capable has been initiated by

the school Dean in 2015. It allows

students with disabilities to receive 100%

scholarships for MBA programs.

Competition runs yearly and has been

awarded by the European Business

Association of Kazakhstan (EUROBAK)

in the category “Student Support” in 2016.

AlmaU has been running an active a

Center for Social Entrepreneurship,

which is focused on informing, supporting,

attracting representatives of small

business, non-governmental

organizations, on the development of

entrepreneurial skills. Center runs a

scientific hub for discussing and resolving

issues of developing a joint social venture

in Kazakhstan with the participation of

government agencies, NGOs, social

enterprises (round tables, competitions,

contests) to determine the best forms of

ownership for social entrepreneurship and

to develop it in Kazakhstan.

Project “Support to rural teachers”
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government agencies, NGOs, social

enterprises (round tables, competitions,

contests) to determine the best forms of

ownership for social entrepreneurship and

to develop it in Kazakhstan.

AlmaU Center for Social Entrepreneurship

supports the aspirations of people with

disabilities to overcome social inequality

through the acquisition of new knowledge,

the development of their own business

ideas and their careers. As consultant and

methodological mentor, the Head of the

Centre was awarded by "Altyn Zhurek

2018" national award and has already

gained country-wide recognition. Additional

social project of the Centre is art exhibition

«The world by kids’ eyes» with

participation of specialized boarding

schools from the Western Kazakhstan.

AlmaU Center for Social Entrepreneurship

is one of the main departments that runs

“serve to community” projects. The Centre

is the platform created for discussion and

resolving issues of Social

Entrepreneurship developing in

Kazakhstan with the participation of

governmental agencies, NGOs, social

enterprises and others. AlmaU activities

related to the promotion of social

entrepreneurship in the society has been

marked by the “Zhomart Zhurek” Award

by the Ministry of Information and Social

Development of RoK (in Kazakh:

Generous Heart) in 2019.

Responsible research – AlmaU was

awarded in the nomination "Academic

integrity". On the eve of the International

Anti-Corruption Day holiday (December 9),

VII National Prize “Public Recognition

“Adal tulga - 2019” (in Kazakh: Honest

Person) was held in the capital of

Kazakhstan, where ten honorary citizens

of the country were awarded with “Adal

tulga” sign. The leaders of the anti-

corruption twenty “A20” took part in the

event, ambassadors of foreign countries,

as well as members of the Anti-corruption

hub of entrepreneurs of Turkic-speaking

states. According to Tolegen Baigulov,

chairman of the First Anti-Corruption

Media Center, annually, by holding a prize,

social activists aim to form the principles of

honesty, integrity and incorruptibility in

society, uniting caring citizens.

Academic integrity is the integral part of

AlmaU activity. AlmaU has established its

own award for excellence in research and

promotion and devotion to academic

integrity. Many prominent researchers of

Kazakhstan has received the award by

AlmaU. AlmaU is the co-founding member

of the Academic Integrity League of

Kazakhstan that is aimed at improving the

quality of education by promoting the

principles of academic honesty. These

principles were accepted by the 24

participating higher educational

institutions. The principles of academic

integrity serve as the fundamental

consolidation of the basic ideas and

approaches to understanding and applying

academic honesty. They affirm academic

honesty as the foundation of a higher

educational institution, regulate the

creation of a favorable atmosphere for

good academic practice, provide clarity

and transparency in the creation of such

conditions, and ensure the responsibility of

a higher educational institution.

Exhibition «The world by kids’ eyes» 
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The ZachOT award is the award designed

and launched by AlmaU with the support of

the Kazakhstan Press Club. The aim of the

award is to attract public attention to

problems related to education in

Kazakhstan; informing the population

about the possibilities of obtaining quality

education in the country and abroad, as

well as stimulating media interest in deep

and objective coverage of the problems of

education in the country, increasing the

professionalism of journalists who write on

educational topics. Annually there are

about 200 articles submitted by more than

30 authors, which are selected based on

the criteria such as the relevance and

significance of the publication; statement of

the problem and its comprehensive

coverage; professionalism and mastery of

presentation. All provided materials should

have been published in the media free of

charge, so that the selection committee

can independently analyze the publications

over the reported period.

Government

Proactive position of AlmaU is evident by

its President’s capacity as the Member of

the National Council of Public Trust under

the President of the Republic of

Kazakhstan. The Council operates as an

advisory board aiming to develop

proposals and recommendations in public

policy and civic engagement based on a

wide discussion with experts, political

parties and the civil society. Dr.

Kozhakhmetov in collaboration with

experts initiates discussions of education

system, social responsibility, society and

sustainable development. His four

practical recommendations have been

recently supported by the country officials

and the Council members, which means

the upcoming positive transformations

such as growing competitiveness of higher

education, involving greater value of the

third mission of universities, wider spread

of entrepreneurial education model, and

provision of the state scholarships to

people with disabilities and students from

socially vulnerable groups, dialog and

pluralism between society and government

and other parties.

AlmaU as the initiator of the “Almaty-

startup city” and “Almaty-social city”

concepts. AlmaU cooperates with the

Almaty City Council in the aspiration to

improve the local infrastructure and create

opportunities for young citizens.

VIII Civil Forum in Astana was held on

November 27-28, 2018 in Nur-Sultan on

the topic “Civil Society and the State:

Dialogue. Partnership. Trust" with the

participation of the country leader N.

Nazarbayev. The main purpose of this

forum was to develop an open dialogue of

the civil sector, government agencies,

business structures, international

organizations and the expert community to

form a modern civil society, unite the

efforts of the dialogue participants to

develop civil society institutions and

enhance civic participation in government

processes. The event was organized by

Civil Alliance of Kazakhstan with the

support of the Ministry of Social

Development of the Republic of

Kazakhstan where the Rector of AlmaU

represented University.

Another AlmaU achievement is

introduction “Urban Study” in

collaboration with the Almaty city projects

laboratory Qlab and State department of

urban planning and development of

Almaty city.
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The new educational program "Urban

Studies and City Management" is aimed to

train world-class professionals in the field

of city management and urban

agglomerations. Urban studies knowledge

and management promotes the ability to

plan and develop a comfortable

environment for the city life.

Education

School of Responsible Business and

event held in 2019 where leaders of

business and education -entrepreneurs,

start-upers, students and teachers of

business and economic specialties took

part. The organizers and partners of the

School were the Youth Information Society

of Kazakhstan (YISK), the Center for Legal

Policy Studies, AlmaU and the Embassy of

the Kingdom of the Netherlands. Along

with Kazakhstani experts, six foreign

speakers took part in the work of the

school. Each group of participants had

their own program and topics: “Social

Entrepreneurship” and “Corporate Social

Responsibility”. Entrepreneurs also studied

the topic of Corporate Social

Responsibility. Teachers were provided

with a track on how to write a training

course for students on "Human Rights in

Business".

The “Ecosystem of Students’

Entrepreneurship” (since 2017) is the

long-term program is aimed at creating

platforms in the four regions of

Kazakhstan for nurturing proactive and

entrepreneurially fit youth, as well as, in

the longer term, improving the regional

business climate and developing the local

economy. It is designed by AlmaU in

collaboration with Eurasian Resources

Group (a mining corporation generating

2% of Kazakhstan GDP in 2018),

Association of friends of Tel-Aviv

University and 8 Kazakhstani universities

and 1 college. The project involves more

than 600 educators who learn about the

trends of modern education, see what the

world is striving for and what tomorrow

brings for their graduates, and more than

4000 students who have generated 617

different business ideas, 264 business

cases and develop 20 startups within three

years. The project involves 100 mentors

and tutors, about 70 speakers and 80 jury

members.

The project also incorporates series of

events such as seminars, webinars,

meetings, round tables, as well as summer

camps designed to strengthen the

leadership and entrepreneurial potential of

teachers and employees of Kazakhstan

universities and colleges as well as the

students. For instance, the participants of

the Ybyrai summer camp went through

an intensive four-day “reset” programme in

mid-2019 with the participation of leading

experts in the field of entrepreneurial

education, leadership, management and

business from Kazakhstan and Russia.

YbyraiCamp strengthens the leadership

and entrepreneurial potential of teachers

and employees of Kazakhstan universities

and colleges. The name comes from the

most prominent Kazakh educator and

enlightener Ybyrai Altynsarin.

The Big Ideas Camp gathered 70+

students in summer of 2018 aiming to

transform minds of the classical regional

educational institutions and youngsters

into entrepreneurial and to develop the

entrepreneurial and socially responsible

community in the regions.
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Big Data Summer Academy courses with

Yessenov Foundation – an 8-week

intensive module courses were run in 2018

and 2019. It offers students to get

acquainted with the profession of data

analytics, solve real business problems

and further improve their knowledge on

their own. The intensive course consists of

a 7-week study and a week is provided for

solving business cases. Participation is

free and competition-based, allowing

students all over the country to participate.

Following are the selected projects for

development of skills and knowledge

designed for teachers and faculty

members were held in 2018-2019 by

AlmaU Institute of Education

Development and Schools:

- AlmaU Summer school 2019 «Education

of future: design, content and forms» held

in Georgia. More than 30 participants from

different countries discussed problems of

education, educational policy and social

responsibility in education

- AlmaU Spring School 2019 as XXI stage

of the social project “Support of rural

schools by Kazakhstani Universities” –

more than 100 participants: CEOs of HEIs,

secondary schools and preschool

educational organizations from Nur-Sultan,

Kostanay, Taraz, Aktobe, Kyzylorda

region, Northern Kazakhstan region and

Almaty region.

- Winter School “Modern University:

access to a new audience" was held in

January, 2019 and brought together over

120 participants – faculty members from

HEIs.

- In October 2018 AlmaU run educational

professional program “Content without

borders: designing a new school” for

secondary schools’ directors and teachers

- In January 2018 AlmaU held winter

School “Educational organizations 1.0 to

3.0: other meanings, spaces,

communications” for over 100 participants

from HEIs.

- At the end of 2017 300 college directors

from all over Kazakhstan graduated

training course organized by AlmaU in

partnership with Kasipkor Holding.

Training program “Effective management

in the technical and professional

educational organizations and System of

quality management – International

standard ISO 9001” was run in Almaty,

Nur-Sultan, Shymkent, Ust-Kamenogorsk,

Aktobe and Atyrau cities.

Business

The program portfolio of the Graduate

School of Business programs contribute

to the development of Kazakhstan

industries and regions: General MBA,

Corporate MBA, MBA “Healthcare

Management”,

MBA “Financial Engineering”, Double

Degree programs with Maastricht School

of Management (since 1998), RANEPA

(2005-2019), School of Management of

the Saint Petersburg State University

(since 2018), Modular-distance MBA, DBA

and PhD.

The School has implemented a policy of

joint programs with schools that have

international accreditations of the first level

(AMBA, AACSB and EQUIS). This type of

partnership demonstrates the recognition

of the quality of education by high-level

business schools worldwide.

The GSB Dean is the member of the

Working group of the Ministry of Health of

the Republic of Kazakhstan on the

development of requirements for

implementing the programs of Master of

Health Administration (MHA), Master of

Health Services Administration (MHSA)

and Master of Business Administration

(MBA) with Specialization in Healthcare

Management. More than 200 top

managers of Kazakhstan's health care

system were trained at the MBA

"Management in Healthcare" program.

Today, the graduates of this program are

the Minister and Deputy Minister of

Healthcare of Kazakhstan, heads of state

medical holdings, regional health

departments of the country.
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GSB is also the market leader in

Kazakhstan's business education market

by market share. The share of MBA

programs in the Kazakhstan market is 48%

according to the 2019 study done by the

GSB Marketing office. Under the

leadership of Dean Kurenkeyeva, the

cohort of MBA students has grown more

than two and a half times since 2012 (from

250 students to a stable annual MBA

cohort of 600-650 students in the last three

years). The program portfolio was

expanded to 6-8 programs annually.

GSB is the market leader in DBA

programs. The market share in

Kazakhstan is 60% in 2019-2020, as per

the study made by GSB Marketing office.

In 2015, the GSB own program was

developed and launched in a full-fledged

educational cycle. The DBA cohort is 70-

75 students. Leadership in market share

also shows the quality of AlmaU programs

and the trust of Kazakhstani businesses to

the School.

AlmaU serves as an engine for executive

education in Kazakhstan for the creation of

high-quality managers and provides

regular training sessions to HEIs,

companies and experts. AlmaU has

launched a new project called

“Management of University 2020”. This is

a unique intensive program designed as

per the special order of the Ministry of

Education and Science of the Republic of

Kazakhstan. The project is incorporated

with the State development program of

education and science for 2020-2025.

It has been designed and run by AlmaU

Institute of Education Development. The

most prominent experts from around the

world are invited to contribute to the

project on the topics of: HRM, research,

digitalization and internationalization of

education, and impact of education on

society. It points out the importance of

being responsible educators and explains

the benefits of the third mission of the

universities. One of the modules is run in

cooperation with Russian top universities,

such as SKOLKOVO, SkolTech, MISIS

and Higher School of Economics.

The purpose of the training is to increase

the efficiency of higher education

institutions via building the capacity of the

rector and vice-rector cohorts of the

Republic of Kazakhstan: the 25 CEOs of

national, state and private universities of

Kazakhstan eager to increase their

personal competitiveness and achieve

success in management activities.

Given that some participants represent the

largest institutions of the country, it is

utterly important to convey the message

that universities should serve the society,

link together the government, business,

academia and civic society for the positive

synergistic effect.

Annual May Forum on

Entrepreneurship is organized by Almaty

Management University as a platform for

well-known Kazakhstan and international

experts, leaders, representatives of the

business community and academia to

discuss current trends, challenges and

characteristics that shape modern

entrepreneurial education in a rapidly

changing society. Forum I was held in

2017, Forum II – 2018. Yearly the event is

attended by about 500 participants - deans

and directors of business schools and

universities, partner companies and

international publishers, representatives of

business, diplomatic missions in

Kazakhstan and international

organizations. Within the framework of the

Forum, trends in entrepreneurial

education, the development of new forms

of entrepreneurship, industry 4.0,

digitalization, as well as the impact of

investment on entrepreneurship are

discussed and planned.
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The III International Forum

“Entrepreneurial education for innovation

economy” took place in Nur-Sultan city in

May, 2019. The event was supported by

the Ministry of Education and Science,

Bureau of Continuous Professional

Development of Astana International

Financial Center (AIFC) and the

Association of Entrepreneurial Universities

of the Republic of Kazakhstan. The 2020

Forum has been postponed due to the

Covid-19 pandemic, but planned to be held

in order to reunite various stakeholders in

fruitfully cooperating in the new reality.



PRINCIPLE 6 | Dialogue:

We will facilitate and support dialog and debate among educators, 
students, business, government, consumers, media, civil society 
organizations and other interested groups and stakeholders on critical 
issues related to global social responsibility and sustainability
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AlmaU implements the principles of the

UN SDGs, UN Academic Impact and UN

PRME in its strategic and day-to-day

operations. Dr. Kozhakhmetov as a

visionary leader sets high standard for the

internationalization of the university.

AlmaU cooperates with more than 170

organizations and universities worldwide

by building meaningful connections and

projects. AlmaU has been recognized as

the Leader in Internationalization by the

Independent Kazakhstan Agency for

Quality Assurance (IQAA).

Every year the University confirms its

global presence and holds the position in

the Top 3 Best Business Schools in

Central Asian region (including India,

Ural region of Russia and other countries)

according to Eduniversal ranking (France)

and Top 5 Business Schools with

strong international partnerships in the

CIS Region as per the ExpertRA ranking

(Russia). The AlmaU GSB MBA programs

were recognized by the QS World

University Rankings: Global MBA

Rankings 2020: Top 200 in the world and

Top 20 in Asia. AlmaU-GSOM SPbU

Executive MBA is included in QS

Executive MBA Rankings 2020: joint

EMBA program “Strategic Management

and Leadership” ranked No. 95 in the

world out of 141 global EMBA programs.

The university’s impact on the society and

development of social responsibility has

been recognized by the Times Higher

Education Impact Ranking where AlmaU

was ranked in Top 301-400 in the world out

of 766 universities in 2020 (and 301+ out of

450 universities in 2019).
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Following the model of an impactful

University AlmaU has launched the

Rector’s open report “AlmaU 4 You:

University for you,

city, entrepreneurship and country” in

December 2019, which was held at the

Laboratory of city projects Q-lab.

The open report was presented by 4

clusters:

• AlmaU 4 community - University for the

community

• AlmaU 4 entrepreneurship - University for

Entrepreneurship

• AlmaU 4 Almaty - University for the city

• AlmaU 4 education - Together we

develop education

Almaty Management University is ‘a

territory of meanings’, a place of

inspiration, an open area for the exchange

of ideas and knowledge. The public report

platform brought together active residents

of the city, leaders and employees of the

public sector, parliamentarians,

representatives of international

organizations and diplomatic missions,

figures of education, science, art, culture

and sports, enlighteners, opinion leaders,

representatives of non-governmental

organizations, youth associations,

entrepreneurs, businessmen, Media,

university partners.

The focus of the report was the

implementation of the third mission of

AlmaU, which was to contribute to the

development of society and the creation of

meanings. During the report AlmaU

partners (like Sergey Ponomarev -

journalist and participant of “Uly Balkash

Shaqyrady” project, Shakhan

Zholdasbayev - founder of “Pandus-OK”

company, Saniya Arapova - Vice

President of Association of Friends of Tel

Aviv University, organizer of “Student

Entrepreneurship ecosystem” project,

alumnus Ablay Yusupov - Director of

Upgrade Group) shared the results of joint

projects through real cases. They also

talked about how we together influence

the formation of values, form a civic

position, and develop a culture of social

responsibility in society.

At the beginning of 2020 AlmaU hosted

the training on the UN Sustainable

Development Goals with participation of

the representatives UN ESCAP and New

Silk Way UN Models. Participants

presented importance of SDGs and their

implementation in Kazakhstan, speakers

talked about the activities of the ESCAP

sub-regional office in Kazakhstan,

answered students' questions. Among

main issues were the current regional

challenges, such as diversification of the

national economy, ecological problems,

gender inequality, and etc.

In December 2019 AlmaU has organized a

round table “Women's rights and

opportunities: recommendations for

improving the quality of life" conducted

by "Alliance of Women's Forces of

Kazakhstan", with the support of the

Akimat of Almaty city. The round table was

attended by members of National

Commission for Women and Family and

Demographic Policy under the President

of the Republic of Kazakhstan, Alliance of

Women’s Forces of Kazakhstan, the

Commission for Women and Family and

Demographic Policies of Almaty city

council, representatives of the expert

community, teaching and student staff of

AlmaU. At the round table, the results of a

sociological study on the situation of

women in Kazakhstan were presented.

Following the meeting, experts and

participants of the round table launched

the development of practical

recommendations for improving the quality

of life of women, economic support and

stimulating their productive employment in

Kazakhstan. During the discussion, it was

decided that a special public reception

room for women will be opened on the

basis of Almaty University Management in

the future, where lawyers, psychologists,

human rights activists and other

specialists will render advice and

consulting services.
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Continuing the topic of gender equality, in

2019-2020 academic year AlmaU

successfully implements the Project

“Supporting the Economic

Empowerment of Afghan Women

through Education and Training in

Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan” funded by

the European Union and implemented by

the UNDP Kazakhstan. The program has

opened opportunity for 30 women from

Afghanistan to finish foundation language

programs in order to continue further

studies at HEIs in Kazakhstan.

In November 2019 AlmaU hosted the

International Forum “Youth Belt and

Road” in partnership with the Hub «One

Belt One Road» of the Chinese University

of Hong Kong and the National Chamber

of Entrepreneurs of the Republic of

Kazakhstan "Atameken". Participants

discussed the One Belt One Way initiative

in terms of education, logistics, ecology,

economics and politics. The speakers also

highlighted the development of

entrepreneurship and the education of

responsible leaders of the future in the

countries related to the OBOR initiative.

In December 2019 AlmaU&NIS Talks

“Serve to Community” were organized to

promote the best experience of social

values among students and pupils in

partnership with Nazarbayev Intellectual

Schools (NIS). Participants discussed how

the Concept “Serve the Community”

strengthens the society by providing youth

with more opportunities for interaction and

collaboration. It helps to create more

responsible, politically active citizens with

a stronger sense of equality and social

justice. NIS stands for the Nazarbayev

Intellectual Schools, which is the network

of schools in Kazakhstan producing

talented multi-lingual youngsters.

AlmaU ran the International Conference

“Role of the Universities in the

development of civic society” at the end of

2018 in collaboration with Civil Alliance of

Kazakhstan. The event was supported by

the Ministry of Education and Science of

the Republic of Kazakhstan, Ministry of

Information and Social Development of the

Republic of Kazakhstan and Association

of Entrepreneurial Universities. During the

event participants discussed the current

situation at civil society in Kazakhstan,

analyzed problems, perspectives and new

trends as well as interaction between

government bodies and non-governmental

institutions, ways and possibilities how to

expand dialog and cooperation, to existing

solve problems.

The event was attended by the

representatives of Kazakhstani and foreign

universities, non-governmental

organizations, leading Kazakhstani

politicians and experts, researchers and

academicians, the businessmen and

entrepreneurs and others. At AlmaU we

believe that the way how to create

sustainable and strong country goes

through the establishment of a strong civil

society. Thus, universities should play an

important role in this process. HEIs of

today are not only centers of education,

science and research, they become

centers of intellectual and expert activity,

communication platforms and areas of civil

engagement providing contribution to

economic and civil society development.

Afghan Students supporting performance 

at the AlmaU International Day 2020
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AlmaU is a discussion platform where

civil society and expert community

communicate to solve important social

problems and challenges. Over the last

couple of years AlmaU held series of

events and programs on critical issues.

Some examples are mentioned throughout

the SIP report and are highlighted in the

report on the commitment of AlmaU to

the UN SDGs for the 2018-19 academic

year.

SUMMARY
The SIP Report reflects major achievements and activities of AlmaU for the reported

period. AlmaU is committed to further following the UN PRME principles and

implementing UN SDGs in its activity. Its strategy and operations are based on the UN

SDGs, so that every activity is aimed at nurturing social responsibility, sustainability and

responsible management. The University aims to strengthen its positions being the impact

university among the Eurasian Economic Union countries. AlmaU plans to increase social

activity and sustainable development by establishing and launching social projects via

students, academic and research initiatives with civil society, media, governmental bodies

and international organizations.

The University’s UN initiatives and Sustainability Task Force continues to implement and

promote UN PRME and Academic Impact principles, UN SDGs, CEEMAN Manifesto and

other key priorities of partner organizations. AlmaU Team is united in this aspiration and

thanks all stakeholders and partners for the continuous support and collaboration.

The Report is designed by:

Dr. A. Kaumenova, Senior Advisor to the Rector

Ms. A. Nurgazina, Director of International Office

Ms. D. Nelidova, Head of International Cooperation

and other AlmaU Team members

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ap4ra5a8kwQojrokTzFMR8Ib4k7kt4cG/view?usp=drive_open
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ap4ra5a8kwQojrokTzFMR8Ib4k7kt4cG/view?usp=drive_open
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ap4ra5a8kwQojrokTzFMR8Ib4k7kt4cG/view?usp=drive_open
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ap4ra5a8kwQojrokTzFMR8Ib4k7kt4cG/view?usp=drive_open
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CONTACT INFORMATION:

Almaty Management University
227 Rozybakiev str., 050060, Almaty,
Republic of Kazakhstan
info@almau.edu.kz

International Office:
Ms. Assel Nurgazina - Director
E-mail: a.nurgazina@almau.edu.kz Mob. + 7 701 218 9190

Ms. Darya Nelidova - Head of International Cooperation
E-mail: d.nelidova@almau.edu.kz Mob: +7 707 469 66 31

Ms. Lyazzat Akhonova - Chief Specialist of Outgoing Mobility
E-mail: l.akhonova@almau.edu.kz Mob: +7 775 979 5868

Ms. Aigul Kospanova - Chief Specialist for International
Students and Incoming Mobility
E-mail: a.kospanova@almau.edu.kz / Mob: +7 702 553 9789


